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Abstract
In the recent past, IoT have received remarkable research attention on many fronts.
IoT based applications are designed for health, education, energy, industry, transport,
security etc. Many IoT projects and research contributions are geared towards
development of prototypes, standards and process automation. We have proposed a
system to address scalability and management issues in future IoT world with anticipated
growth and hyper connectivity. This work is demonstration of accessing and controlling
IP Camera via virtual object using proposed management system. Same approach can be
extended for other sensors and actuators in hyper-connected IoT environment to facilitate
management tasks. Using this system, we can easily locate a desired device and perform
supported operations.
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1. Introduction
Applications based on Internet of Things (IoT) are growing rapidly in every walk of
life e.g. health, industry, transport, security etc. [1]. Advancement in small chip based
device manufacturing has paved the ways for realizing IoT vision. We can have tiny
devices, capable of communication, attached ot our daily life objects. Through these
devices, we can collect the data about any desired phenomenon, access the device
remotely to see its current status and also send control command to alter its status if
needed. IoT is a kind of extension of traditional sensor networks (where communication
was from sensors to sink only) by adding control component. Concept of smart
environment, smart cities and smart homes is based on Internet of things idea. Artificial
Intelligent based algorithm can be integrated with IoT to take this idea to next level where
devices can autonomously respond to its surrounding environment without requiring
human intervention.
Normally, IoT based applications require virtualization of real devices in the form of
Virtual Objects (VOs). Later these VOs are used to compose various services and provide
access to the physical devices. Several systems can be found in existing literature
providing device virtualization in its own way [2]. Complex applications can be built on
top of these virtual and service objects as per user needs.
Billions of devices are expected to be connected to Internet in near future through IoT
based applications in many sectors. When too many devices will be connected and such a
system grows to an extent we call hyper-connected then management of the devices and
service will become a challenging task. We have proposed an IoT based fault and
configuration management system to address this issue. We display the real devices with
an icon by their virtual objects over map with their actual location. User can access and
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control respective devices using its virtual object. In this paper, we demonstrate access
and control mechanism for IP camera using its virtual object.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describe related work. Proposed
system architecture is presented in Section 3. System implementation and working is
covered in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper with an outlook to our future work.

2. Related Works
Numerous applications of IoT are geared towards the concept of building smart
environment in home, cities and industry. Philips Company have manufactured special
bulb under Hue project that can be accessed and controlled (ON/OFF) remotely [3].
Similarly, to build intelligent IoT applications using sematic technologies, a project
IoT.est was initiated to support interoperability [4]. Device virtualization through virtual
objects and application of semantic ontology for their interacting has been presented in
[5–7].
In IoT based networks, service discovery and composition is also a challenging area.
Authors in [8] have provide a mechanism for on-demand service creation from existing
service in order to fulfill complex user demands using visual and interactive interface. In
[9], the authors present a semi-automatic mechanism for service filtering using semantic
ontology. Web of Objects (WoO) or Web of Things (WoT) are similar concepts in which
web interface is normally used for management and operation. To achieve energy
efficiency in smart homes, authors in [10] have presented a model for service composition
using semantic ontology in WoO. For efficient utilization of energy in smart homes, a
WoO based system is developed in [11] semantic ontologies. Services are not only
composed of virtual objects for physical devices but also application can be used a service
in IoT environment. “Buddy Thing” is an idea presented in [12] in order to provide
browsing as a service in IoT.

Figure 1. Conceptual Architecture for the DIY Visual Service Design [16]
Artificial Intelligent based algorithm can be integrated with IoT to take this idea to next
level where devices can autonomously respond to its surrounding environment without
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requiring human intervention. Using AI techniques, context-aware services are composed
using context data collected from IoT sensors in order to build intelligent systems.
Intelligent context-aware services based applications have been discussed in [13-15].
Do-it-Yourself (DIY) based projects have attracted tremendous research attention. [16]
presents an improved DIY based service composition toolbox using CoAP protocol as
shown in Figure 1. They have developed a visual interface for composition of services
using registered virtual objects using drag and drop operations. Arduino [17], Raspberry
Pi [18] and Intel Edison Board [19] boards are introduced to make it easy to build IoT
based test applications for normal users. SAM project by Kickstarter [20] company is also
very popular tool for learners.
To enable smart communication among IoT devices, constrained application protocol
(CoAP) is developed by IETF which is light weight protocol with support for HTTP
protocol for internet access [21].
Many IoT projects and research contributions are geared towards development of
prototypes, standards and process automation. We have proposed a system to address
scalability and management issues in future IoT world with anticipated growth and hyper
connectivity. This work is demonstration of accessing and controlling IP Camera via
virtual object using proposed management system.

3. Proposed System Architecture
Our proposed system conceptual architecture is given in Figure 2. Through device
virtualization process, we transform real device properties and stored it in a database in
the form of virtual objects. Virtual objects hold real devices properties and try to capture
it behavior through supported control operations. Afterwards, we use fault management to
identify and isolate any faulty device in the system for repair or replacement.
Configuration management provides an interface to user to interact with actual devices to
perform supported control operations.
IoT
devices

Virtual
Objects

Device
virtualization

Configuration
Management

Fault
Management

Device Access
and Control

Figure 2. Conceptual Architecture of Proposed System
Detailed working of fault management is shown in Figure 3. We can either check
device current working status or fault status. Through working status, we get to know if
selected device is currently being used by any other service or free. Preferably, idle
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devices shall be used in newly composed services for load balancing and improve overall
response time. If a single device is being used by many services then it will certainly
become bottleneck point and degrade overall system response which may be crucial in
delay sensitive applications. Using device fault system, we can identify faulty device that
are not responding due to some unknown reasons. The device may have been damaged or
there may be some network connectivity issue. Anyhow, this will allow easy
identification of faulty devices for repair or replacement.

Fault
Management
Select current
Operational Status

Select current
Fault Status

If current
status?

If fault
status?

Busy

Working
Not working

Idle
Generate List or Visual
Display of VO on Map

Figure 3. Fault Management to Identify Device Current and Fault Status
Detailed working of configuration management is shown in Figure 4. We can have
configuration management in three different ways (a) Location based: here user just
selects a particular location over map where he/she want to find some device. The system
will automatically list available device within the range of user selected location. User can
specify and adjust the range as per choice. (b) Device type based: here user can choose
his/her required device type and the system will list all available devices of selected type.
(c) Hybrid: This is combination of earlier two approaches i.e. user can specify required
device type and location. This will help easy finding of a particular device type within a
given location.
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Figure 4. Configuration Management for Device Access and Control
For access and control, user can select any device to perform supported interactive
operations through configuration management. As shown in Figure 5, user will select the
desired device. Afterwards, current operation status of the device is checked if not
working then appropriate error message is displayed. If device is working properly then
application use the device profile information and build a user interface to allow users to
perform supported interactive operations. User commands are sent to the respective
device using device URL.
Configuration Management

List of available devices

Select Device

Display Message
“Device Not Working”

Not
working

Check Device
Status?

working
Get Device URL and
user authentication info

Get Device Profile and
build user interface
User

Device

Figure 5. Device Access and Control Mechanism Using Configuration
Management
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Using virtual object configuration management, user can select any device to perform
supported interactive operations. Here, we present interactive operations for IP Camera
only as shown in Figure 6. After selecting the camera, first its current operational status
will be checked. If “not working” then appropriate message will be displayed to user.
Otherwise camera profile information will be used to create live stream from camera.
Camera control operations can also be performed if supported by camera API.
Configuration Management
Generate List or Visual
Display of VO on Map

Select Camera

Not
working

Check Camera
fault status?

Display Message
“Camera Not available”

working

Get camera URL and
user authentication info

Create new video
Stream

Implement New
Frame Event Handler
Camera

Window for Live
camera streaming

new Camera frame

Figure 6. Mechanism for IP Camera Access and Control
In VOMS, when IP camera is selected then pop window is opened for camera view.
After establishing connection with the Camera, frame queue is created to hold frames
from streaming object. Streaming object runs in separate loop to get continuous frames
from camera as per frame rate which are then stored in frame queue. If we want to save
the stream then Camera thread is initiated to get the frames from queue and store it. This
sequence of operations is illustrated in Figure 7.

4. Implementation
We have implemented a prototype application for management of IoT services and
virtual objects in Visual Studio 2015 using C#. Microsoft SQL Server is used to store
profile information of registered IoT services and virtual objects.
In order to have virtual object for IP Camera, we create its profile in Virtual Device
Manager application as shown in Figure 8. Typical virtual object profile for the camera
has information as shown in xml format in Figure 9.
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Figure 7. Sequence Diagram of Proposed System for IP Camera Streaming
and Storage

Figure 8. Creating Virtual Object for IP Camera Using Virtual Device
Manager
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Figure 9. Typical IP Camera Profile (xml view)
Camera profile holds information about camera properties including its URI and
location information. Properties sections hold supported operations for the designated
camera. We can get stream from camera for live view and can save the stream in a video
file for later retrieval and analysis. Furthermore, various control operations are also
included to move the camera in four directions to get desired view.
Database of schema of our implementation is shown in Figure 10. We have four main
tables to hold information of devices properties in virtual object format. These
information can be used to retrieve the available devices profiles for later updation and
necessary modifications if needed. Furthermore, we can retrieve devices profiles stored in
the database and export it in xml format to be used by any other application or share it
with others.

Figure 10. Database Schema
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Next, we use this virtual objects information in Virtual Object Management System
application to remote access and control of IP Camera along with other sensors and
actuators as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Select the IP Camera to Get Its Streaming View in a Pop-Up
Window
Streaming view from selected IP camera is shown in pop-window shown in Figure 12.
We can perform various supported control operations e.g. move the camera in four
directions. Stream from the camera can be saved in some online storage for later retrieval
and analysis.

Figure 12. Popup Window for Live IP Camera Streaming
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5. Conclusions
This work demonstrates accessing and controlling of IP camera using its virtual object
profile. Same approach can be extended for all other sensors and actuators in any hyperconnected IoT environment to facilitate management tasks. Using this system, we can
easily locate a desired device and perform supported operations. This work is
demonstration of accessing and controlling of IP camera via its virtual object. In future,
we will try to extend this system by integrating it with composition tool to facilitate IoT
based application development. With the help of such system, any user can build his/her
desired IoT based application without requiring sound technical skills.
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